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Ryan Quast is working on a hot knife rig made of a Mr. Noodle cup.  
For those unfamiliar, hot knifing is a resourceful way to smoke weed 
beloved by teenagers everywhere. First, jam two butter knives in the rings  
of a stove-top element until they’re red-hot, then burn up crumbs of hash  
or cannabis between them and inhale, maybe using the hacked-off top  
of a bottle to catch the smoke. 

Quast’s device looks like it was born out of especially dire need, the  
burner pulled off the stove and attached to a plastic ramen bowl, sitting  
on top of a stack of National Geographics in a fire safety nightmare. He’s 
been working on it for months—maybe years. 

The object is both a sculpture and a painting, but more a sculpture— 
Quast has spent the past 12 years developing his unique, labour-intensive  
process that builds up convincing everyday objects from thousands and  
thousands of layers of paint. It’s painstaking and laborious, necessitating 
piecemeal work on dozens of objects at a time, punctuated by lengthy 
periods of drying and sanding and building up paint again, striving for  
a certain sweet spot where the objects could pass as the real thing, but  
still retain a painterly quality. It’s a method that seems both meditative  
and masochistic in its longevity. “It’s definitely something that I wish  
I never started doing,” Quast laughs, “it ’s ruined everything.” 

This repetitive arduousness seems to be characteristic of Quast’s practice. 
He tends to work in long series, building up a simple motion countless 
times until something monumental is created. In a previous project, and 
the only series he has ever completed, he covered 1,000 post-it notes in 
meticulous doodles of daisies, the kind you might see in the margins of an 
eighth grader’s notebook. Incredibly, the doodles grow denser and more 
obsessive as the project moves along. Another ongoing series involves 
collecting his belongings into a box, leaving it in a public place, and 
photographing it, then saving the photo of the box and an itemized list  
of its contents in a binder. This project, according to Quast, is almost  
over, because his possessions are almost gone. “When I was younger, I had  
a lot of these really shitty kind of labour jobs,” he tells me, theorizing on 
the origin of this pattern. “Once, I worked on an assembly line for two 

years making fireplaces. I have a really hard time sitting down for hours 
and hours working on something. Everything has to be pieced out.”

The paint sculptures are his most compelling works, and will seem familiar 
to anyone who’s attended a punk show in somebody’s house or rented a 
moldy East Vancouver basement suite: a lighter dissected and put back 
together; a smushed coffee cup reincarnated as a makeshift ashtray. The 
objects are shockingly realistic—a fact that was attested to when a gallery-
goer put out a cigarette on one of the works in Quast’s 2016 show at Wil 
Aballe Art Projects. Quast focuses on the materiality of paint with such 
intensity that it creates illusion independent of canvas. It’s a strange, overly 
literal progression, from the perspective-focused verisimilitude of realistic 
painting to something that could be called, with equal accuracy, a three-
dimensional painting or a sculpture. 

Quast doesn’t have any grand, conceptual answers about his choice of 
subject matter. “I’m just… a really messy person,” he says. “I’ll throw 
garbage in a corner and at some point be like, ‘that looks so good...that’s 
the sculpture!’.” Quast has worked on the Downtown Eastside for many 
years, currently in home support, where he deals with garbage every day 
rehabilitating the rooms of SRO residents with hoarding issues. “I’m a 
trashy person,” he continues. “You know, garbage is interesting. It’s used,  
so it gets a history. It’s not meant to be precious. It’s comfy.”

The central and fascinating crux of Quast’s practice, of course, is that  
the finished objects are very precious. Delicate and expensive, he once lost 
five pieces en route to a Toronto art fair, an experience he describes as 

“fucking rough.” The time-consuming nature of their creation means that 
his sculptures are usually picked up by more established collectors with not 
only the means to purchase, but the space and knowledge to preserve and 
display—the works often end up in glass cases. To get a faux mousetrap to 
a recent buyer in Sweden, shipping costs were two thousand dollars.

It’s a dichotomy that was highlighted when he sold a small-scale paint 
sculpture—an amalgamation of a strip of duct tape, blob of oil paint, and  
a pen—to a collector on Bowen Island and travelled there to install it in 
her private collection among works by Jeff Wall, Rodney Graham, and 
many others.  

He chose a tall, empty expanse of white beside two huge works by Canadian 
artists Neil Campbell and Rebecca Belmore, then simply added a dab of 
paint to the back of the work and stuck it on the wall to dry. In a photo on 
the artist’s phone, the work is barely visible, looking for all the world like 
some bit of detritus left behind while moving, or installing another work. 

“I just stood there, had some wine,” Quast laughs, remembering. “It was 
fucking weird.”

GARBAGE IS COZY
RYAN QUAST’S METICULOUS TRASH SCULPTURES 

Words by Genevieve Michaels

“ I ’LL THROW GARBAGE IN  

A CORNER AND AT SOME  

POINT BE LIKE,  ‘THAT 

LOOKS SO GOOD...THAT ’S 

THE SCULPTURE!’.”
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